Introduction {#s1}
============

Spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) is widely considered to be the most devastating form of stroke. Up to half of sufferers may die from ICH and the majority of survivors will remain permanently disabled [@pone.0096743-Qureshi1], [@pone.0096743-Fogelholm1]. ICH progresses rapidly and the majority of those who deteriorate neurologically, will do so within the first few days [@pone.0096743-Mayer1], [@pone.0096743-Qureshi2].

Several studies have investigated hypertensive treatments as well as other potential therapies for ICH; many of which were designed to identify and treat ICH progression [@pone.0096743-Mayer2], [@pone.0096743-Anderson1]. Despite this, there is currently no approved, effective therapy. Although the exact mechanism for treatment failures in clinical studies is currently unknown, one potential reason may be that we truly do not understand what factors affect early deterioration and thus have been unable to target appropriate mechanisms of injury, or control for important confounders in clinical studies [@pone.0096743-Tuhrim1]. We conducted a systematic review and meta-analysis to identify and describe factors associated with early neurologic deterioration (END) after ICH; with a goal to summarize the current state of knowledge of early ICH prognosis and guide future clinical research.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Definitions {#s2a}
-----------

Ethical approval was not required for this study. The population under study was adults with spontaneous ICH treated with standard medical care. Authors must have stated they included 'primary' or 'spontaneous' ICH patients or at least stated that they excluded patients with ICH due to trauma, tumors/malignancy, aneurysm, anticoagulant use, or arteriovenous malformations. Further, we excluded studies which included patients who received surgery prior to the assessment of deterioration, and we also excluded studies where all patients received a specific medical therapy. Our specific inclusion and exclusion criteria are described in [Table 1](#pone-0096743-t001){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0096743.t001

###### Review inclusion and exclusion criteria.

![](pone.0096743.t001){#pone-0096743-t001-1}

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Inclusion Criteria
  Studies of spontaneous/primary ICH patients
  Studies of humans
  Studies of adults (≥ 18 years of age)
  Studies which measured any prognostic factor
  Studies which measured END
  Studies published in a peer reviewed journal
  Studies in any language with an English abstract available
  Primary studies of any design
  Exclusion Criteria
  A full-text copy of the study could not be obtained
  A measure of risk (e.g. OR, RR, HR) for spontaneous/primary, adult ICH patients could not be estimated
  Patients received an experimental or specific medical therapy or it was unclear
  Patients received a surgical intervention before END was measured or it was unclear
  The prognostic factor was not defined
  END was not defined
  The reliability of the measure used to define END was poor or unclear in the literature
  The timing of the measurement of the prognostic variable or END was not defined or unclear
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

END denotes early neurologic deterioration.

We sought to identify any factor which may be associated with deterioration. Specifically, a prognostic factor was defined as any specific biological characteristic or indicator of a specific biological characteristic that could be measured early after ICH and could be prognostic in the absence of an intervention [@pone.0096743-Moher1]. We only considered prognostic factors which were reported by two or more studies, using the same definition, and where a similar measure of risk could be estimated and compared [@pone.0096743-Ariesen1].

The primary outcome was END. Several studies have demonstrated that, of those patients who deteriorate after ICH, the majority will do so within the first week [@pone.0096743-Mayer1], [@pone.0096743-Qureshi2]. Thus, we felt it was reasonable to define END as death, or worsening on a reliable outcome scale within seven days after onset; since assessing deterioration beyond when it is likely to occur may introduce confounding into risk estimates. Death was defined as all-cause mortality and a reliable neurologic outcome scale was one that measured neurologic impairment according to the World Health Organization\'s International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health model and had been reported in at least one previous study to have good reliability in patients with stroke. The search flow is described in [Figure 1](#pone-0096743-g001){ref-type="fig"}.

![Literature search flow.\
Studies were excluded because they didn\'t appear to measure deterioration or adult ICH during abstract screening (n = 4229), full-text versions could not be obtained (n = 53), none of the \>3000 words or phases for END could be found in the full-text (n = 1226), authors did not measure END in adult ICH patients (n = 264), a measure of risk could not be estimated (n = 47), all patients received an experimental or specific medical therapy or it was unclear (n = 12), patients received a surgical intervention before END was measured or it was unclear (n = 44), the prognostic factor was not defined (n = 1), END was not defined (n = 6), the reliability of the measure used to define END was poor or unclear (n = 1), the timing of the measurement of the prognostic variable or END was not defined or unclear (n = 109), the study was the only study to describe a specific prognostic factor (n = 1), or the study did not describe new data (n = 15).](pone.0096743.g001){#pone-0096743-g001}

Search {#s2b}
------

In consultation with a librarian and experts in stroke research, a list of over 300 unique key words and phrases were created for intracerebral hemorrhage and deterioration. These terms were searched in four databases; The Cochrane Library, EMBASE, The Global Health Library, and PubMed from January 1^st^, 1966[@pone.0096743-Ariesen1] to December 16^th^, 2012.

Any primary study published in a peer-reviewed journal in any language was eligible for inclusion provided an English abstract was available. A primary study was defined as a study which was a randomized clinical trial, cohort study, case-control study, case-series, quasi-experimental, or any study which collected and reported new, unique data.

The titles and abstracts of citations identified in the databases were screened by one reviewer who had a PhD in epidemiology and expertise in stroke research (A.V.S). Studies were retained for further review if they examined adult ICH patients, they measured or reported death or deterioration at any time during follow-up, or the reviewer was uncertain of any of the above.

A full-text copy of studies which met any of the three aforementioned criteria during the abstract screening process was obtained from our university holdings or Docline; a multinational interlibrary document delivery service. If articles could not be found in any of these sources, it was assumed to be irrelevant and excluded. A list of over 3000 unique words and phrases for END was developed. All obtained papers were searched using computer software (PDF Converter Professional version 8.0 [@pone.0096743-Nuance1]) for any of these keywords or phrases. Papers were retained for further review if they contained at least one of these words or phrases. Non-English articles were translated to English prior to screening or screened by a native speaker. The full electronic search strategy with all keywords and phrases is available in [Data Supplement s1](#pone.0096743.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Three hundred and fifty-three studies were selected for further review by one of two reviewers (A.V.S. or T.C.T.). Both reviewers had PhD degrees in epidemiology and expertise in stroke research. A random sample of these studies (n = 236) were read by both reviewers to determine the reliability of human screening. Agreement between raters was excellent with an unweighted interrater kappa of 0.86. Disagreements between raters were resolved by consensus. Consensus was reached for each study. The reference lists of included studies were searched for missing studies. No additional studies were found and no studies which were previously excluded during computer screening were found to be relevant. Data was extracted from these studies by one reviewer (A.V.S.). An attempt was made to contact the authors to provide individual patient data for further analysis. Too few authors responded to make these analyses meaningful.

Statistical Methods {#s2c}
-------------------

Studies were combined using random-effects models (DerSimonian and Laird [@pone.0096743-Stern1]) in the absence of substantial heterogeneity. It was reasonable to use random-effects models since some heterogeneity across studies was expected due to differences in when END was measured throughout the first week, differences in treatment strategies, and differences in patient characteristics across studies.[@pone.0096743-Egger1] We used the Cochrane Q test and stratified analysis to investigate and describe heterogeneity across studies, and investigate the impact of factors related to study quality on combined estimates within each factor comparison [@pone.0096743-Egger1], [@pone.0096743-Borenstein1]. The I^2^ statistic [@pone.0096743-Borenstein1] was used to quantify statistical heterogeneity, and patient inclusion and exclusion criteria were assessed to determine clinical heterogeneity between studies.

For all analyses, effect estimates (hazard ratios (HR), risk ratios (RR), odds ratios (OR)) or data provided by the authors in the original publication were used. To remain consistent with previous systematic reviews of ICH [@pone.0096743-Ariesen1], all results were reported as ORs. Hazard ratios were assumed to equal RRs, and ORs were assumed to approximate RRs provided the proportion of patients who experienced END was less than 15% in the respective study [@pone.0096743-Last1], or the proportion of patients without the prognostic factor who experienced END was known, so the OR could be corrected to approximate an RR [@pone.0096743-Zhang1]. If the authors reported sufficient data to calculate multiple estimates of the same associations, then the ratio estimates reported by the authors were always used over estimates calculated from the raw data; provided the direction of the estimate was described. Also, adjusted estimates were always used over unadjusted estimates if available. If raw data were used then ORs were estimated from categorical and continuous data using methods previously described [@pone.0096743-Borenstein1]. If continuous data were presented as a median it was assumed the data were skewed and thus not included in any analyses. All analyses were conducted using Stata statistical software (version 12) [@pone.0096743-1] assuming alpha was equal to 0.05.

Results {#s3}
=======

Fifteen factors were identified across 14 studies. A description of these studies is provided in [Table 2](#pone-0096743-t002){ref-type="table"}. A summary of the results is provided in [Figure 2](#pone-0096743-g002){ref-type="fig"}. Two studies with similar samples were identified [@pone.0096743-Tetri1], [@pone.0096743-Tetri2]. In the cases of the age, ICH volume, and IVH analyses, both studies were eligible for inclusion in the same analysis. In these cases, only the larger study was used [@pone.0096743-Tetri2]. Deep location was defined as structures associated with basal ganglia or thalamus. All factors were measured at hospital admission except ICH growth. ICH growth was defined as a \>33% increase in ICH volume from baseline to follow-up.

![Prognostic factors identified and their association with early neurologic deterioration (END).\
Effect estimates are reported as odds ratios (OR) with 95% confidence intervals (CI). Subtotal denotes the overall combined random-effects OR for each given factor. Point estimates lying to the right of one suggest an increased odds of END per one unit increase in the reported units. Dichotomous factors are coded and reported as 1 vs. 0 (e.g. deep location = 1, lobar = 0). Confidence intervals (horizontal lines encompassing the point estimates) which cross one suggest no association. IVH denotes intraventricular extension. SAH denotes subarachnoid extension. The boxes surrounding the point estimates represents the relative weight each study has within the factor comparison; such that larger boxes represent greater weight in the overall combined estimates.](pone.0096743.g002){#pone-0096743-g002}
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###### Characteristics of included studies.

![](pone.0096743.t002){#pone-0096743-t002-2}

  Authors                                                              Design          No. of Patients      Definition of END                                                                                                                                                                                                         Patient Exclusion Criteria
  ------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------- ----------------- -------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Mayer et al [@pone.0096743-Mayer1].(1994)                      Prospective Cohort          12                   Death                                                                                                                                                                            Patients with trauma, tumor, ICH related to aneurysm or AVM, multiple hemorrhages, primary IVH.
  Delgado et al [@pone.0096743-Delgado1].(2006)                  Prospective Cohort          98                   Death                                                                                                                                   Patients with ICH related to AVM, impaired coagulation, receiving anticoagulant therapy, head trauma, hemorrhagic infarction, tumoral bleedings, history of deep vein thrombosis.
  Brott et al [@pone.0096743-Brott1].(1997)                      Prospective Cohort          103              Change in GCS                                                                                                                                                           Patients with ICH due to trauma, ruptured aneurysm, AVM, tumor, receiving anticoagulant therapy, primary SAH, primary IVH.
  Tetri et al [@pone.0096743-Tetri2].(2008)                     Retrospective Cohort         453                  Death                                                                                                             Patients with ICH due to brain tumor, aneurysm, AVM, hematological malignancy, coagulation disorder, head trauma, patients admitted to departments other than neurology, patients living outside the hospital catchment area.
  Rodriguez-Luna et al [@pone.0096743-RodriguezLuna1].(2011)     Prospective Cohort          133         Change in NIHSS or Death                                                                                                                                                                                           Patients with unknown time of onset, GCS = 8.
  Sorimachi et al [@pone.0096743-Sorimachi1].(2010)             Retrospective Cohort         184             Change in NIHSS                                                                                             Patients admitted \> 24 hours after onset, patients not receiving blood pressure control or antifibrinolytics, patients without a follow-up CT scan, ICH due to aneurysm, AVM, cavernous hemangioma, moyamoya disease, tumor, or cerebral angiitis.
  Zhang et al [@pone.0096743-Zhang2].(2012)                         Case-Control             89              Change in NIHSS                                                         Patients with a history of neurological disease, head trauma, receiving antiplatelet or anticoagulant medication, other systemic diseases including uremia, liver cirrhosis, malignancy, chronic heart or lung disease (with the exceptions of diabetes mellitus and hypertension), patients without copeptin measurements.
  Franke et al [@pone.0096743-Franke1].(1992)                    Prospective Cohort          157                  Death                                                                                                                                                                                                           Patients with aneurysmal bleeding.
  Lampl et al [@pone.0096743-Lampl1].(1995)                      Prospective Cohort          279                  Death                                                                                                                                                                         Patients with recurrent ICH, previous stroke, AVM, brain tumors, SAH, receiving anticoagulant therapy.
  Abilleira et al [@pone.0096743-Abilleira1].(2003)              Prospective Cohort          57               Change in CNS                                                                                                                                   Patients with infection, inflammatory or malignant diseases, receiving immunosuppressive treatment, AVM, aneurysms, tumors, hemorrhagic infarctions, coagulopathies, IVH.
  Tetri et al [@pone.0096743-Tetri1]. (2009)                    Retrospective Cohort         379                  Death                                                                                 Patients with ICH due to brain tumor, aneurysm, AVM, hematological malignancy, coagulation disorder, head trauma, patients admitted to departments other than neurology, patients living outside the hospital catchment area, patients without glucose or blood pressure measurements.
  Sykora et al [@pone.0096743-Sykora1].(2009)                    Prospective Cohort          38              Change in NIHSS        Patients with previous history of stroke, atrial fibrillation, myocardial infarction, diabetes mellitus, chronic renal failure, medical conditions known to affect autonomic functions, coagulopathy, receiving anticoagulant therapy, tumor, trauma, ICH due to cerebral venous thrombosis, requiring antihypertensive therapy, requiring cardiovascular active treatment at the time of admission, treated with osmotherapy.
  Ohwaki et al [@pone.0096743-Ohwaki1].(2010)                   Retrospective Cohort         100           Change in GCS or MMT                                                                                                Patients with aneurysm, AVM, amyloid angiopathy, brain death shortly after admission, receiving sedative therapy (if interfered with neurological assessment), patients transferred out of hospital within 24 hours, admission GCS = 3.
  Johkura et al [@pone.0096743-Johkura1].(2011)                 Retrospective Cohort          6                   Death                                                                                                                                                                                                                      Not stated.

NIHSS denotes National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale, GCS denotes Glasgow Coma Scale, CNS denotes Canadian Neurological Scale, MMT denotes Manual Muscle Testing, AVM denotes arteriovenous malformation/vascular malformations, IVH denotes intraventricular hemorrhage, SAH denotes subarachnoid hemorrhage, END denotes early neurologic deterioration.

Random-effects analyses suggested ICH volume (combined OR per ml higher: 1.37, 95%CI: 1.12--1.68), presence of intraventricular hemorrhage (combined OR for having IVH: 2.95, 95%CI: 1.57--5.55), glucose concentration (combined OR per mmol/l higher: 2.14, 95%CI: 1.03--4.47), fibrinogen concentration (combined OR per g/l higher: 1.83, 95%CI: 1.03--3.25), and d-dimer concentration (combined OR per mg/l higher: 4.19, 95%CI: 1.88--9.34) at hospital admission were significantly associated with END. There was evidence of statistical heterogeneity across studies that assessed ICH volume, presence of IVH, and glucose concentration as well as age, body temperature, ICH location, and ICH growth.

Since the number of studies in each factor comparison was low overall (\<20) [@pone.0096743-Sterne1], we used stratified analysis to examine whether important study characteristics changed the interpretation of the overall combined OR estimate in all factor comparison regardless of observed statistical heterogeneity. Studies were stratified based on estimate adjustment (adjusted vs. unadjusted), type of measure used to define END (death vs. neurologic scale), blinding of prognostic factor measurement (yes vs. no), whether any patients received medical treatments for blood pressure, intracranial pressure, body temperature, deep vein thrombosis, glucose, iron, or abnormal clotting; provided this data were reported. Neither estimate adjustment, blinding, nor stratification based on treatment changed the interpretation of the overall combined OR for any prognostic factor investigated. With regard to patient age, studies which defined END based on a neurologic outcome scale, were more likely to report that older age was significantly associated with END compared to those that defined END as death only (combined OR for older age using a neurologic outcome scale: 2.55 (95% CI; 1.39--4.68). Since neurologic scales are subjective, evaluator bias may be playing a role in this finding. Regardless, removing these studies did not change the interpretation of the overall combined OR (combined OR for older age using death to define END: 1.03 (95% CI; 1.00--1.07), however it may have described some of the observed statistical heterogeneity in this comparison.

Since there were less than 20 studies [@pone.0096743-Sterne1], we did not investigate publication bias using formal statistical methods. Implicit in these methods is the assumption that there is an association between study size and effect size or significance [@pone.0096743-Borenstein1]. We found no significant association between study size and effect size (linear regression coefficient for larger study size: 0.193, 95%CI; −0.111 to 0.497), and no significant association between study size and the significance of the effect size (yes vs. no) (OR for larger study size: 1.64, 95%CI; 0.83 to 3.26) across all effect estimates reported.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

After combining the published literature to date on ICH, we found evidence to suggest there may be a significant association overall between END and blood glucose, fibrinogen, and d-dimer concentrations, as well as ICH volume, and presence of IVH. With regard to blood glucose specifically, our observations are consistent with a previous review with a longer follow-up interval [@pone.0096743-Tan1]. Although it is possible that the elevation of blood factors such as glucose, fibrinogen, and d-dimer after ICH may be indicative of a stress reaction due to severe hemorrhage, and thus not the cause of deterioration per se [@pone.0096743-Fogelholm2]--[@pone.0096743-Delgado1], the case for a causal interaction between higher hemorrhage volume or IVH on neurologic deterioration may be stronger [@pone.0096743-Hanley1].

This study suggests that for each millilitre increase in hemorrhage volume at hospital admission the odds of END increases by 37%, and those with IVH are almost three times as likely to deteriorate within the first week compared to those without IVH. The majority of studies to date suggest that ICH volume and IVH are positively associated with END, but combined analyses suggested statistical heterogeneity overall despite the larger sample sizes in these comparisons. Important study characteristics such as estimate adjustment, measures used to define END, blinding, and treatments used did not explain all of this statistical heterogeneity. Thus, our review illustrates the high variability of ICH cases across different centers and highlights the need to include large sample sizes in future studies to ensure sufficient power is reached.

Some have suggested that the presence of IVH may have confounded the observation of treatment effects in previous clinical studies of ICH therapy [@pone.0096743-Tuhrim1]. This review supports this theory and suggests that the presence of IVH, as well as ICH volume at admission may be associated with END, and thus should be investigated as confounders in future studies which measure END.

It has been demonstrated in several studies that an ICH hematoma continues to grow for some time during the acute period [@pone.0096743-Brott1]. Thus, it has been widely accepted that hematoma growth during the acute period is perhaps one of the most clinically significant risk factors for neurologic deterioration [@pone.0096743-Morgenstern1]. Despite this, some have suggested that the magnitude of the initial ICH injury at hospital admission may be more important in predicting clinical outcomes than the physical ways ICH progresses after patients arrive [@pone.0096743-Bruce1]. Our findings on admission ICH volume and presence of IVH are inline with this theory, such that larger, diffuse bleeds at hospital admission were associated with early deterioration, and factors commonly thought to be related to ICH progression, by their proposed relationship to ICH growth, such as high blood pressure, were not. Specifically, nearly all of the studies we included which examined blood pressure or history of hypertension showed no association. Several studies were included in the blood pressure comparisons, the estimates were not significantly affected by differences in study characteristics, the precision was high in the overall combined OR, and there was no evidence of statistical heterogeneity. The combined estimate for ICH growth was also not significant, although this estimate should be viewed with caution. Although we felt it was reasonable to combine studies in the hemorrhage growth analysis based on their clinical characteristics, the estimates for both studies was highly variable and thus this factor warrants further investigation.

It is reasonable to suggest that an ICH grows initially after onset, and this growth may result in damage to brain tissue and larger hematomas. However, the results of this study support the theory that the damaging effects of high blood pressure or growth may be apparent well before patients arrive at hospital, perhaps minutes after ICH, and thus perhaps treating high blood pressure or growth early after hospital admission may not improve early outcomes [@pone.0096743-Anderson1]. In any case, this review provides evidence that it may be reasonable to consider conducting future studies of treatments which focus on the early reduction of both primary ICH volume and intraventricular volume. Such studies could focus on developing safer surgical techniques to reduce hematoma volume, since it appears that the extent of the initial bleed at hospital admission, whether it be in the brain tissue or ventricles, predicts deterioration early after ICH in various groups of ICH patients.

Several studies were not included in some factor comparisons, including hemorrhage growth, as they all defined specific factors using their own unique definitions and thus could not be compared [@pone.0096743-Tetri2], [@pone.0096743-Delgado1], [@pone.0096743-Hanger1]--[@pone.0096743-Zhang2]. Arguably, the way one defines a prognostic factor, will ultimately determine if one observes a significant association with deterioration. Further, although we investigated heterogeneity in all factors comparisons and felt it was reasonable to combine these studies, some factor comparisons still had very few studies and some studies dichotomized their factors at different levels of the prognostic factor spectrum which may have resulted in high variability and imprecise ORs. With regard to these factors, caution is warranted when drawing conclusions. It is clear that future studies should be diligent to define factors using commonly accepted definitions to allow for comparison and summary conclusions to be drawn.

Further, our study was limited in that we did not have individual patient data, or complete information on the time from symptom onset to hospital admission for in-depth analysis. Also, we could not assess publication bias using formal statistical methods. We stratified studies based on treatments reported and quality factors [@pone.0096743-Egger1], however we acknowledge that it is still possible that specific treatments may have influenced END in a systematic way. It should be noted that the medical treatments patients received in this review were similar to what is recommended in the guidelines for ICH care [@pone.0096743-Morgenstern1], [@pone.0096743-Broderick1], and since there is no proven effective treatment for ICH, one would expect that any influence a specific medical treatment had on END in this study, would have been small.

Conclusion {#s5}
==========

Many authors have emphasized the need to summarize the literature on neurologic deterioration before new therapies can be tested appropriately [@pone.0096743-Hobart1], [@pone.0096743-Creutzfeldt1]. We believe this study provides a thorough summary of the evidence to date on ICH prognosis. Overall, this review highlights that the extent of bleeding at hospital admission may be the most important factor in determining early clinical outcomes, and highlights the lack of understanding we still have on many aspects of ICH prognosis.
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